PRESS RELEASE
LAUNCH OF JULIAN CHICHESTER SPRING / SUMMER 2022
COLLECTION
Including 3 beautiful pieces in collaboration with Kathryn Ireland
From their founding days at The Imperial Laundry in neighbouring Studios, Julian
and Kathryn have long been friends and admired each others work. Kathryn
moved to Los Angeles in 1986 and today she is considered one of the most
influential interior and textile designers, and she is delighted to be part of this
latest collection. The 3 pieces Kathryn worked on are the Grisolles DiningTable,
Carmaux Cabinet and Fonda Desk.
The Collection also features a beautiful new oiled African Walnut finish, which
has been used to update the classic Tiffany and Moose dining tables.
Grisolles Dining Table
In collaboration with Kathryn Ireland this
beautiful dining/breakfast table has
African Walnut legs and a polished Red
Travertine top. A contrasting hand
applied Aged Brass inner square makes
up the symmetrical stretcher.

Fonda Desk
A sleek wrap around desk with a retro
1960’s feel. Made in oiled African
Walnut with a beautiful Black Vellum
writing insert. The drawers are clad in
stylish Brass Faux Shagreen fronts and
Aged Brass Handles.
Carmaux Cabinet
Kathryn’s stunning interpretation of a
1950’s Nakashima design. A Red Travertine
top sits on an African Walnut base with
Aged Brass wrapped feet. The 3 sliding
doors have brass tube vertical detail with
contrasting black vellum.

Vasco Coffee Table
A simple, sleek and sophisticated coffee
table with a polished Red Travertine top,
sitting on a gilded solid steel lower frame.

David Frost Side Table
A polished Red Travertine top sits on a Black Leather
stitched tripod table with tapered Aged Brass feet.

Bobbin Bookshelf
A very pretty delicate Regency Inspired,
turned Bobbin, wall mounted
bookshelf. Finished in our much loved
Quarter Sawn Bleached Oak.

Getty Nightstand
An elegant bedside table wrapped in natural vellum
with contrasting Verre Eglomise insert to top, and aged
brass tapered legs.

Leon Mirror
An Italian influenced Verre Eglomise framed mirror with a
pretty inner profile. The central mirror is lightly distressed.

Tiffany Dining Table
Our classic Tiffany dining table has been given a new twist, originally finished in our
much loved Quarter Sawn Oak, this statement dining table is now available in our new
African Walnut. African Walnut, sometimes referred to as Amazaque, is a beautiful
close grained, stable hard wood which has a finish somewhere between black walnut
and Rosewood. The timber is finished in a high quality Tung oil.

Chicken Bar Stool
A fabulous leather stitched bar stool with a brass
front rail and brass feet. Based on an original
American chair design from the 1940’s.

Dorothy Bar Stool
A fabulous leather stitched Bar stool with a brass
front rail and brass feet. Based on an original
American chair design from the 1940’s.

Eco Small Table Lamp
Adapted from a Giacometti Lamp from the
1930’s, this beautiful piece is Sculpted in Faux
Antique Gesso..

www.julianchichester.com

Ends
Note to Editors
Born in England and raised in London and
Scotland, Kathryn Ireland moved to Los Angeles in
1986. Prior to launching her interior design
business in the early '90s, Kathryn was an actress,
clothing designer, and filmmaker.

